State Doubles U.S. Debt Growth

Bellmon Thrift Plan Debunked

BY EMMETT CLAYTON

On a per capita basis, Oklahoma went into debt during 1961 at a rate of over $100 per person. But the rate of increase was only about $1 per capita in 1962. U.S. Treasury reports showed the national debt increased $287 per capita during the year. Oklahoma's total debt was subsequently reduced to $32 million in 1964. Per capita debt was now $100.

According to the reports, Oklahoma's debt was $32 million in 1964. Per capita debt was now $100.

Cincinnati Mobs Riot; Guard Out

By HERBERT W. COOK

An attempt was made to arrest the mayor of Cincinnati, but the mob refused to allow the guards to enter the building. The mayor was eventually released without charge. The riot resulted from a dispute over the city's police force, which had been reduced due to budget cuts. Mayor Williams was returning to his office after a meeting with the police chief when the mob surrounded the building. Guards were called in to protect the mayor, and riots ensued.

Crash Kills Five at Rail Crossing

Seven skeletons, including four in a car and three near a wooden fence, were killed Tuesday night at the railroad crossing near a small town. The accident occurred when a train ran over the victims. The bodies were later identified as follows: Nellie Otero, 57; Ignacio Gálvez, 42; Rosa Cruz, 28; Juanita Escobar, 35; and Luis Martinez, 40. The victims were all workers in the area and were on their way home from work.

Old Glory and Might

A dog on the Central American front is a potent symbol for all Central American countries, including Panama. The dog represents the strength and independence of the Central American states.

Sex Murders Solved, Police Say

Ex-City Man, 3 Teens Blamed in Slavings

3 Boys Accused As Accessories

By DON BAYNE

The City Con Not Seen As Killer

By JERRY CARTER

Kosygin May Talk to U.N.

By JOSEPH ALGREN

Nasser Uses Poison Gas On Arabs

By JOSEPH ALGREN

The series of chemical weapons attacks in the Middle East have been a source of concern among the international community. The use of poison gas by Arab leaders has raised questions about the role of the United Nations in maintaining peace in the region. The US has been criticized for its lack of response to the attacks, while Arab leaders have defended their use of chemical weapons as necessary to defend their territories.

The Egyptian government has been criticized for its use of poison gas in attacks on Arab leaders. The US has been urged to take action against the Egyptian government, but has not done so. The situation continues to be a source of tension in the region.

 Russians Using Chemical Weapons

By JOSEPH ALGREN

The use of chemical weapons in the Middle East has been a source of concern among the international community. The US has been criticized for its lack of response to the attacks, while Arab leaders have defended their use of chemical weapons as necessary to defend their territories.
Oklahoma City Debutantes Honored At Tea

Weddings Are Solemnized

Traditional Tea Held
Debutante Season Opens

Prenuptial Parties Highlight Season

NOW IN MIDWEST CITY!

We can teach you to read over 2,500 words a minute!

How did it start?

Our average graduating student increases his reading speed by 3 times, with an increase in comprehension and retention.

Reading Dynamics Institute
1330 United Farmers Tower
(314) 349-7573
The PEOPLE'S Voice

Critic Eyes Overkill Tactics

"It was a Tuesday afternoon, I was reading the newspaper, and I saw an article about how the city was having problems with overkill tactics. I thought it was a great topic to write about."

Inez Robb
On Morals And Prurienties

The Russian Constant

"I was reading about the Russian constant, and I thought it was an interesting concept to explore."

Bill Thorp
Life Never Lets Up

"I was reading about the constant life of a teacher, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

William R. Buckley
The American is Bad

"I was reading about the American character, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

Today's Prayer

"I was reading about prayer, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

Oil 'Emergency' Shifting Starts

"I was reading about the shifting of emergency, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

Teachers Chided For Dull Classes

"I was reading about teachers being chided for dull classes, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

Only Casualty Medical Officer

"I was reading about medical officers being the only casualties, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

Dirty Bird' Now Reformed

"I was reading about a dirty bird now reformed, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

New 'Strep' Vaccine Found

"I was reading about a new 'strep' vaccine found, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

You'll love these...

"I was reading about new products, and I thought it was a great topic to write about."

People need money for all sorts of reasons. When you do, call Family.

Your Family man will understand.

Bell & Howell
Senate Must Censure Dodd, Stennis Says

Bus System Report Due, Staff Says

City Pilot Shot Down In Vietnam

25-Year Terms Dealt To Trio

Racial Marriage Law Challenged

Yanking Open For Absentees

EXCLUSIVE SOONER TWIN
S.E. 29th & Sooners Road
TONY'S S

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
WEIRD WORLD OF LSD

Nude Cause Of Blackout

LEGAL ACTION SCHEDULED TO STOP WELL DRILLING

Legal Action Scheduled To Stop Well Drilling

Feel Young Again

Weak Diet Back Of Afternoon Drag

Off To See The Boss

Twelve Elected To Board

STARS TODAY
EXCLUSIVE FIRST RUN KNOB HILL THEATRE

ELVIS ELVIS

TOPS ON EARTH

TAYLOR MUSIC & LIGHT EXCITEMENT

TODAY

BURTON

SOLD-OUT

OKLA. PREMIERE: TONIGHT 8:15 PM

Bishop's Restaurant

SAFETY FILM
Queen Size!

Now you can sleep on "Super-Size" Bedding! Stop being cramped on your old size bed. Here's your chance to buy a Simmons Queen Size Mattress and Box Spring at a new low price! These Mattresses have all the features that have made Simmons the world's greatest name in sleep Buy yours today ... it will fit on your present bed!

This Simmons Set has a heavy institutional ticking; U.S. Steel innerspring construction; crush-proof border. It's 60" wide and 80" long!

$98.88

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 S. Western

TODAY'S SPECIALS
OPEN 9 TIL 9

Frigidaire 12,000 BTU Air Conditioner
The only maker of air conditioner that offers that famous 33-way guarantee

1. 5 years on rated cooling capacity
2. 5 years on refrigeration system
3. 1 year on all other parts.
This warranty is backed by General Motors. The 12,000 BTU model's capacity is 5000 BTU more than the closest competitor's. It's like buying two air conditioners for the price of one.

$188.88

Early American Sleeper

A chair by day, a bed by night! Has one of the latest designs. You will create an extra room in your home. It will fit in any room. It's the perfect addition to any home.

$188.88

$188.88

Kroehler Traditional Sofas

Big comfortable 93" Traditional sofa that will complement your home. Kroehler discontinued this style, but it's still a beautiful sofa. We only have 8 to sell and they're in blue, gold, and persimmon.

Kroehler 93" sofa
Reg. $389.95

$188.88

$188.88

389.95 SOLID OAK SPANISH SUITE IN AUTHENTIC FLAMENCO DESIGN AND ANTIQUE OAK FINISH

This one of the most sensational complete suites buys anywhere. You just don't find a completely solid oak suite of this quality for under $300 let alone one with the carving design of this one. We have several complete suites to select at this price so come early.

Includes:
TRIPLE DRESSER-MIRROR
CHAIR BACK BED.

$188.88

YOUR CHOICE

$188.88

$188.88